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1     Are the Premiums amounts quoted in the illustration Guaranteed?

2     Are Policy Guarantees based upon a Guaranteed Rate or a Guaranteed 
        Dollar Amount? ►

3     Does the illustration GUARANTEE the Death Benefit will be paid regardless 
        of how long I live?

4     Can I use the policy for a Guaranteed Wealth Replacement Trust to take 
        advantage of maximum cash flow strategies such as CRT’s, Pension 
        Maximization, Asset Paydowns, Legacy Planning, etc.? 
5     Do policy loans jeopardize the Death Benefit Guarantee?
       ► If so, How:  
6     Do changes in premium payments jeopardize the Death Benefit Guarantee?
      ► If so, How:

7     What is the Minimum Premium Amount to keep the Guarantees in place? 

8     What happens to an existing policy loan if the stock market fluctuates 
        (especially down)? ► 

9     Is there a Waiver of Premium Rider on the policy? 
10  Is there a Terminal Illness rider on the policy?

11  What is the current Participation Ratio? ►

12  What is the current maximum Investment / Index cap? ►

13  What is the current policy Loan Rate? ►

14  What is the maximum Guaranteed Loan Rate? ► 

15  Does the policy have a “Direct Recognition” or “Non-Direct Recognition” 
        loan provision? ► 

16  How does a policy loan affect the policy values? ► 

17  Will this policy replace another permanent policy? If “Yes”,

        A) how long will it take the Guaranteed Cash Value in the new policy to equal or
        exceed the Guaranteed Cash Value of the old policy with the same premiums?   
        B) how long will it take the Illustrated Cash Value in the new policy to equal or 
        exceed the Illustrated Cash Value of the old policy with the same premiums?  
        C) how long will it take the Guaranteed Death Benefit in the new policy to equal       
        or exceed the Guaranteed Death Benefit of the old policy with the same premiums

        D) how long will it take the Illustrated Death Benefit in the new policy to equal or
        exceed the Illustrated Death Benefit of the old policy with the same premiums?
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TYPICAL FINANCIAL PLANNING PROSPERITY ECONOMICS

► Tax Advantaged Contributions
Expects lower tax brackets in the future based
on having LESS income so defers taxes until
distribution rather than paying them now.

► After Tax Contribution
Strives to MAXIMIZE future income which
may cause higher tax brackets during 
distribution so prefers paying taxes now.

► Employer Match
Due to the ALLURE of the match, many people
contribute additional un-matched funds
without an understanding of its impact.

► Contribute ONLY to the Match Limits
Realizes the REAL impact of the match may 
be less than expected and contributions above
the match limits even less so.

► Risk / Reward Investment Strategy
Investment in the securities market with the
idea that with increased RISK, you get
increased return rates as a reward.

► Risk Averse
Understands the true definition of risk to be
your likelihood of loss - not the likelihood of
success. Based upon the idea of CERTAINTY.

► Forced Savings
Money is AUTOMATICALLY deducted from 
your paycheck which improves the likelihood 
of saving for those that are undisciplined.

► Disciplined Savings
Requires self reliance & good stewardship
because it offers FLEXIBILITY in the amount
and consistancy of saving.

► Herd Mentality
There is “comfort” in doing what everyone else
is doing - the idea that there is “safety in
numbers”. Allows for PEACE of mind where
“ignorance is bliss”.

► Independent Thinker
Understands that more people fail financially
than succeed, so following the herd is
unlikely to be the best path. Requires
COURAGE and effort.

► Loss of Control
Since it is government sponsored, it is also
GOVERNMENT CONTROLLED - with rules on
access that are constantly changing.

► Retain Control
Understand and agree to the contractual terms
of the opportunity up front with rules that
can't be changed so you retain CONTROL.

► Money is Protected from Withdrawal
Difficult to use the money in the asset for other
things (government and employment rules)
which PREVENTS DEPLETION of the asset by
undisciplined withdrawals but causes each
dollar to do only one job.

► Money is Accessable
Money can easily be used in the event of 
emergencies and ideally in the event of 
OPPORTUNITIES. Allows each dollar to be
used to perform multiple jobs and be in the 
position to capitalize on opportunities.

TYPICAL FINANCIAL PLANNING PROSPERITY ECONOMICS

► Flexible Premiums and Death Benefit
Easily change the PREMIUM amount and / or 
the Death Benefit at any time. It can be changed 
without regard to the survival of the policy.

► Flexible Payments and Death Benefit
Easily change the PAYMENT amount and/or 
the Death Benefit as long as the current and 
future integrity of the policy is maintained.

► Guaranteed Death Benefit
Typically an OPTIONAL RIDER  to protect the 
Death Benefit beyond Age 100 when the policy 
value doesn't perform as illustrated.  Any policy 
changes,  delinquent or late premium outlays, 
loans, or partial surrenders, may cause loss of 
this protection.

► Guaranteed Death Benefit
Guaranteed Death Benefit as long as proper 
cash flows are maintained (as in the 
Guaranteed Illustration).  Because of the 
POLICY  STRUCTURE, even in the worst 
economic environment there is adequate 
cash value to support the Death Benefit.

► Non-Guaranteed Premium
The required Premium amount is not guaranteed 
and may FLUCTUATE based upon varying costs 
and economic changes.

► Guaranteed Level Premium
The required Premium is a guaranteed 
LEVEL amount regardless of changes in the 
costs or the economy.

► Policy Value
The estimated Non-Guaranteed internal 
amount used to determine the earnings within 
the policy.  There is typically a guaranteed 
minimum Gross Earnings RATE but since this is 
not a dollar amount, expenses will effect the 
actual value.

► Cash Value
Guaranteed - The minimum guaranteed 
cash value which assumes NO dividends paid.  
This is an Actual Dollar AMOUNT not a rate. 
Non-Guaranteed - The estimated cash value 
based upon the Guaranteed Cash Value plus 
actual current dividend performance.

► No Endowment
Since there is no endowment (pay-out) age for 
the Death Benefit, you must DIE for someone to 
receive it.

► Endowment of Death Benefit
There is an endowment age for the Death 
Benefit (typically 100 or 120) at which point
the Death Benefit will pay-out even if ALIVE.

► No Reduced-Paid-Up Option
Because the policy will never Endow, it is 
NEVER “PAID-UP.”

► Reduced-Paid-Up Option
Because the policy has an Endowment age, it
may be possible to reduce the Death Benefit 
amount so it is GUARANTEED PAID-UP.

► Risk Shifted To The Insured
Premium amount, Policy Value, and Death Benefit 
are DETERMINED by the economy, policy 
expenses, and longevity. The Insurance Company 
only guarantees a gross earnings rate minimum 
and the Death Benefit for a period of time.

► Risk Held By The Insurance Company
The level Premium amount is GUARANTEED.
The Cash Value is guaranteed to increase 
every year by a minimum dollar amount.
The Death Benefit has a guaranteed 
minimum. The policy is guaranteed to Endow.
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